
Writing in the Early Years



Writing and the EYFSWriting and the EYFSWriting and the EYFSWriting and the EYFS

Writing, along with reading, makes up Literacy, one of the four specific 
areas of the Early Years Foundation StageEarly Years Foundation StageEarly Years Foundation StageEarly Years Foundation Stage (EYFS). The descriptors of 
what children are to achieve in writing however, come from the 
Literacy, Communication & Language and Physical Development areas 
of learning. Writing therefore is not just about learning letters and 
sounds but developing the ability to communicate effectively verbally 

and develop physical dexterity too.



Expectations in Writing Expectations in Writing Expectations in Writing Expectations in Writing –––– end of EYFS (age 5)end of EYFS (age 5)end of EYFS (age 5)end of EYFS (age 5)

At the end of the Reception year a typical chid will have achieved the following 
Early Learning Goals with regard to writing:

•Literacy (Writing) - Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways 
which match their spoken sounds. They also write some irregular common words. 
They write simple sentences which can be read by themselves and others. Some 
words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically plausible.

•Physical Development (Moving and handling) - Children show good control and 
coordination in large and small movements. They handle equipment and tools 
effectively, including pencils for writing.

•Communication and Language (Speaking) - Children express themselves 
effectively…They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas 
or events



Getting Started…Gross motor skillsGetting Started…Gross motor skillsGetting Started…Gross motor skillsGetting Started…Gross motor skills

Learning to write is closely linked to a child's physical developmentphysical developmentphysical developmentphysical development. 
Before children can control the muscles in their hands, they need to 
develop their gross motor skills (those that need large or whole 
body movements). For babies this means the freedom and space to 
kick, roll and crawl. And for older children this also means the 
chance to run, climb, balance, throw, push, pull and swing their arms.



At Willesley, there are a range of activities available to 
children on a daily basis that support gross motor 
development. These include opportunities both 
indoor and outdoor
• Bikes and scooters
• Trim Trail
• Parachute games
• Ball games
• Mark making
• Using brushes to sweep up
• Dough disco
• PE Sessions 



Fine motor skillsFine motor skillsFine motor skillsFine motor skills

By handling objects, children strengthen their hands and fingers, so that they can grip 
a pencil and develop control over it.

Fine motor skills and hand strength activity ideas:
•use small droppers to drop water on to a target
•use a spray bottle to fire water on to a target
•screw up small pieces of paper
•open and close zip lock bags using index finger and thumb
•squeeze sponges to move water from one container to another
•pop bubble wrap
•push pipe cleaners through the holes of a colander
•prod, poke, squeeze and roll play dough or push it through a garlic press
•pick up small objects and put them in compartments or a cupcake tray
•twist and open containers with lids.



Fine motor skills in the Early Years EnvironmentFine motor skills in the Early Years EnvironmentFine motor skills in the Early Years EnvironmentFine motor skills in the Early Years Environment

At Willesley, there are a range of activities available to children on a daily basis 
that support fine motor development

• Funky Finger Area
• Play Dough Table
• Cutting Challenges
• Pencil Control



MarkMarkMarkMark----making, writing and languagemaking, writing and languagemaking, writing and languagemaking, writing and language

The first step on the writing process is to make marks, of any description 
using a range of media. When young children first start to scribble, it's 
simply a physical activity. But through interactions with adults, they'll learn 
that these marks have meaning and can convey thoughts and feelings. It's 
helpful to talk to children about what they've produced as it gives them 
confidence to experiment more with mark making and extends their 
understanding of how writing works.

Writing 30-50 months •Sometimes gives meaning to marks 

as they draw and paint.



PhonicsPhonicsPhonicsPhonics
Alongside developing their ability to write letters, children will 
also learn which phonic ‘sound’ each letter makes. (Phoneme-
grapheme correspondence). 

Children will use their phonic knowledge to decode words to 
read them and segment
words to write them

As children develop their phonic awareness they will begin to  
‘segment’ to spell words. This involves picking out the individual 
sounds in a word and writing them. We begin with short words 
(usually CVC) which are within the child’s experience.

Children will usually hear the initial sound in the word first. They 
usually hear the final sound next and then the medial sound. 
They will then begin to segment CCVC/CVCC words.



Captions and SentencesCaptions and SentencesCaptions and SentencesCaptions and Sentences

When children are secure with segmenting words, they will 
begin to write simple captions and labels e.g.

a dog and a cat

doo not tuch the eggs
As their phonic knowledge and confidence develops they will 
write longer and more descriptive sentences e.g.



In addition to using their phonic knowledge to write 
words, children are also required to accurately spell 
‘some’ common irregular words (Common Exception 
Words). These are words that do not follow a 
phonetically regular pattern e.g. ‘the’ ‘we’ ‘some’ etc. 
so can’t be segmented in the same way regular words 
e.g. ‘cat’ can be. The spellings of these words 
therefore need to learnt.

Common Exception Words.Common Exception Words.Common Exception Words.Common Exception Words.



Before a child can write a sentence, they need to be able to ‘speak’ a sentence. 
Developing communication and language skills is therefore significant to 
developing writing; this is commonly referred to as ‘talk for writing’‘talk for writing’‘talk for writing’‘talk for writing’.

Children are regularly encouraged to speak in full sentences and to broaden 
their vocabulary through the range of experiences we provide in school and 
those they receive at home.

Please encourage your children to talk in full sentences at home as much as 
possible. Ask lots of questions and encourage your child to expand on their 
answers.

Developing ‘Talk for Developing ‘Talk for Developing ‘Talk for Developing ‘Talk for WritingWritingWritingWriting’’’’





An example of a shared writing session in EYFS



Cursive Handwriting


